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Check the characteristics
of the specific extinguishing
agent. 5 Yearly servicing
must be done by ODS &SGG
licenced persons.




Use only special purpose extinguishers and seek expert advice.
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* Fire Blankets may be used as a
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= the class or classes in which agent is most effective

= not recommend for these class of fires


For more information go to: www.fpaa.com.au

LIMITED

thermal barrier against radiated


heat and to control a fire in


clothes being worn by a person.

LIMITED = indicates that the Extinguishant is not the agent of choice for the

class of fire, but it may have a limited extinguishing capability
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* Solvents such as alcohol or acetone mix with water and therefore require special foam

Fire extinguishers
Chose the type and size of fire extinguishers you need
for buildings and plant and ensure they are
serviced/recharged at appropriate intervals.

Tip
Commercial services and some fire services
will conduct both the servicing and assessment
of your farms requirements. Always get quotes.
For comparison of extinguishers, advantages
and disadvantages and estimated costs the
following is a link to a commercial site:
http://fireextinguishersales.com.au/resources.php
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